Amazon Reviews of ‘Nullius in Verba: Darwin’s greatest secret’ Malicious and
Vindictive Obsessive Harassment by a prolific Wikipedia Editor of the Patrick
Matthew page and Mike Sutton (Criminologist) page.
On the historical revisions page of the webpage that Wikipedia has published about me, one of its
editors has, most ironically, added under a heading "Locura", the online location details of quite a
few of my Twitter posts that criticise Wikipedia (here). That is very weird behaviour for any
organisation calling itself an encyclopaedia, rather than a malicious cult. Their published behaviour is
archived here. This same individual heavily edits the Wikipedia page about me and the Patrick
Matthew page. Wikipedia are aware of his malicious behaviour because they suspended his account
for a few weeks. Then they let him back at it.
This same cyberstalking, harassing individual is publishing malicious defamation, libel and other
falsehoods in his harassment of anyone who dares to write an honest objective review of my book
'Nullius in Verba'. In this one example, he accuses one of my PhD students of writing this particular
review of Nullius, but she never wrote the review. She has not even read the book, because it has
nothing to do with her area of expertise. The Amazon review in question was written by a Tanzanian
university agent I met in a professional capacity who asked me if they might review copy of my book.
This behaviour is typical of this Wikipedia editor's malicious falsehood dissemination obsession. I am
informed that he lost a long held very minor position at Edinburgh University for dreadfully
harassing the National Lottery Heritage Fund and people in Scotland (teachers and professionals)
who are associated with my research. The poor delusional chap (wrongly) thinks I reported him.
Apparently, he flogs Darwin statues online and begs people to fund him to write a book on Darwin.
Something of a Wikipedia editor conflict of interest? This is just one reason why Wikipedia is the
world's worst encyclopaedia. Here is a 30th May 2018 screenshot of his harassing falsehoods in this
regard:

This same cyberstalking, harassing individual is publishing malicious defamation, libel and other
falsehoods in his harassment of anyone who dares to write an honest objective review of my book
'Nullius in Verba'. In this one example, he accuses my PhD student of writing this particular review of

Nullius. But she never wrote the review. She has not even read the book. It was written by a
Tanzanian I met who asked if they might write a book review of Nullius. This is typical of this
Wikipedia editor's malicious falsehood dissemination behaviour. I am informed that he lost a
position at Edinburgh University for harassing people associated with my research. The poor
delusional chap (wrongly) thinks I reported him. Apparently, he flogs Darwin statues online.
Wikipedia even has a weird cultish page recording details of its own fully evidenced wrongdoing. You
can see the proof of its editorial sly plagiarism of some of my original discoveries, and ludicrous
excuses for that behaviour Here and archived Here.
A peer reviewed journal paper on some of those original unearthing discoveries can be read here.
In the interests of research, my website PatrickMatthew.com has a page dedicated to harassment
following the Big Data discovery of who really did read and cite Matthew’s book before Darwin and
Wallace replicated the original ideas in it and claimed the as their own. It contains independently
verifiable evidence by way of archived webpages and screenshots etc.

